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Edward S. Casey 

Literary Description and Phenomenological Method 

We would start off; some time after rounding the railway station, 
we came into a country road which soon became as familiar to me 
as the roads around Combray, from the bend where, like a fish-hook, 
it was baited with charming orchards, to the turning at which we left 
it, with tilled fields upon either side. Among these we could see here 
and there an apple-tree, stripped it was true of its blossom, and bearing 
no more now than a fringe of pistils, but sufficient even so to 
enchant me since I could imagine, seeing those inimitable leaves, 
how their broad expanse, like the ceremonial carpet spread for 
a wedding that was now over, had been but the other day swept 
by the white satin train of their blushing flowers. 

How often in Paris, during the May of the following year, 
was I to bring home a branch of apple-blossom from the florist, 
and to stay all night long before its flowers in which bloomed 
the same creamy essence that powdered besides and whitened the 
green unfolding leaves, flowers between whose snowy cups it seemed 
almost as though it had been the salesman who had, in his generosity 
towards myself, out of his wealth of invention too and as an 
effective contrast, added on either side the supplement of a becoming 
crimson bud: I sat gazing at them, I grouped them in the light 
of my lamp-for so long that I was often still there when the 
dawn brought to their whiteness the same flush with which it must 
at that moment have been tingeing their sisters on the Balbec 
road-and I sought to carry them back in my imagination to that 
roadside, to multiply them, to spread them out, so as to fill the 
frame prepared for them, on the canvas, all ready, of those closes 
the outline of which I knew by heart, which I so longed to 
see-which one day I must see again, at the moment when, with 
the exquisite fervour of genius, spring was covering their canvas 
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with its colours. (Marcel Proust, Remembrance of Things Past, 
trans. C.K. Scott Moncrieff [New York: Random House, 1934], 
I, 536. Hereafter RP.) 

Suppose that my friend Paul and I are looking at a landscape. 
What precisely happens? Must it be said that we have both private 
sensations, that we know things but cannot communicate them to each 
other-that, as far as pure, lived-through experience goes, we are 
each incarcerated in our separate perspectives-that the landscape 
is not numerically the same for both of us and that is is a question 
only of a specific identity? When I consider my perception itself, 
before any objectifying reflection, at no moment am I aware of being 
shut up within my own sensations. My friend Paul and I point out 
to each other certain details of the landscape; and Paul's finger, 
which is pointing out the church tower, is not a finger-for-me that 
I think of as orientated towards a church-tower-for-me, it is Paul's 
finger which itself shows me the tower that Paul sees, just as, 
conversely, when I make a movement towards some point in the 
landscape that I can see, I do not imagine that I am producing 
in Paul, in virtue of some pre-established harmony, inner visions 
merely analogous to mine: I believe, on the contrary, that my 
gestures invade Paul's world and guide his gaze. When I think of 
Paul, I do not think of a flow of private sensations indirectly related 
to mine through the medium of interposed signs, but of someone 
who has a living experience of the same world as mine, as well 
as the same history, and with whom I am in communication 
through that world and that history. Are we to say, then, that 
what we are concerned with is an ideal unity, that my world is 
the same as Paul's, just as the quadratic equation spoken of in Tokyo 
is the same as the one spoken of in Paris, and that in short 
the ideal nature of the world guarantees its intersubjective value? 
But ideal unity is not satisfactory either, for it exists no less between 
Mount Hymettus seen by the ancient Greeks and the same mountain 
seen by me. Now it is no use my telling myself, as I contemplate 
those russet mountain sides, that the Greeks saw them too, for I 
cannot convince myself that they are the same ones. On the other 
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hand, Paul and I 'together' see this landscape, we are jointly 
present in it, it is the same for both of us, not only as an 
intelligible significance, but as a certain accent of the world's style, 
down to its very thisness. (Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology 
of Perception, trans. C. Smith [New York: Humanities Press, 1962], 
pp. 405-6. Hereafter PP.) 

Two descriptions. Two ways of describing-each pure, and each 
impure, each a hybrid of the natural and the eidetic, the spatial 
and the temporal, the simultaneous and the successive, the descrip- 
tive and the narrative. Description in phenomenology and descrip- 
tion in literature: in some ways they are on the same track, in others 
not so at all. Merleau-Ponty himself said that phenomenology "is 
as painstaking as the works of Balzac, Proust, Valery, or Cezanne- 
by reason of the same kind of attentiveness and wonder, the same 
demand for awareness, the same will to seize the meaning of the 
world or of history as that meaning comes into being."' But 
sameness of attitude, demand, and will is not the same sameness as 
that of descriptive method. And it is with this latter that I shall 
be concerned as it is employed in exemplary descriptions such as 
those given just above. How do the descriptions which we find in 
these passages differ intrinsically, and what do they tell us about 
differences between literary and phenomenological description more 
generally? Can there be convergence despite such differences? 

I 

Before determining these matters, however, let us look at what 
the two types of description share in not being. (a) Neither is 
a kind of explanation, that is, a response to the question "Why 
is this so?" in which the response names a causally efficacious factor. 
Merleau-Ponty is not telling us why we share perceptions of a 
landscape with someone else. He is underlining the basic fact that 
we do so all the time, unreflectively, and he is saying something 

'Merleau-Ponty, PP, p. xxi. 
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about just how we do, e.g., by the agency of a pointing finger 
that conducts conjoined seeings toward a spectacle perceived in 
common. Proust, likewise, is not searching after ultimate causal 
origins. He is telling us about a scene on a country road near 
Balbec and especially about the apple trees on this road as they were 
first experienced there and later remembered in Paris. The "about" 
of "telling about" is the prepositional about of description: the 
narrator's imaginal/memorial eyes are out about him in the activity 
of descrying these scenes. If it is true that there is a causal connection 
between the Balbec scene and the Paris scene-as there is between 
Paul's pointing and his partner's looking-this is a connection at once 
assumed and subsumed by the predominant descriptive activity 
in the two passages. Such activity does not exclude causal explanation 
as a mode, but in its operation a particular causal link is either 
presupposed by an attested descriptum or it taken up into it.2 

(b) Nor is either passage to be construed as an exercise in 
reconstruction. This is more obviously so in Merleau-Ponty's case. 
Not only are there no evidential clues to the effect that this 
description might be the reconstruction of some actual scene, there is 
every reason to believe that it has been fabricated precisely for 
purposes of philosophical exposition. The present tense is not even 
the historical present of fiction-which, it has been argued, is itself 
no genuine present at alP3-but what we might term a philosophical 
quasi-present, a permanent present which is essentially tenseless. 
It is as tenseless, if not as timeless, as the pseudo-preterite of 
Platonic dialogue. So too with the characterological dimension: 
"Paul is a paper figure, invoked by Merleau-Ponty in diverse 

2Thus Proust certainly employs causal language: "some effect" of sunlight leads 
Marcel to "mistake what was only a darker stretch of sea for a distant coastline," 
and it is the rattling of the carriage that is said to be "the cause" of a noise that 
he took to be "almost a riot" in his bedroom (RP, I, 628-9). But the qualifying 
"some" and "almost" indicate that Marcel is not interested in ultimate causes, 
only in plausibly proximate ones. Indeed, he is most concerned with the "distinction" 
between "elements" in a given perceptual scene (ibid.). This distinction, the work of 
reason, itself relies on description, only a more penetrating description than had 
been implicit in his first misled perceptions. And, in any case, the "rare moments 
in which we see nature as she is" (Ibid.) and in which we are not misled are not 
even given quasi-explanations but stated as massive descriptive facts. 

3See Kate Hamburger, The Logic of Literature, trans. M.J. Rose (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1973), pp. 98-116. 
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contexts4 as a counterpart, an impassive other, through whose 
quasi-presence phenomenological description and insight can be 
achieved. There is not the slightest suggestion of a reconstruction 
of experiences undergone by the author in the actual company of 
such a philosophical phantom. In the instance of Proust, however, 
we confront at least a facade of factual reconstruction.5 Is not 
Marcel recounting past experiences by his use of such imperfect- 
tense expressions as "we came into," "it was baited," "we could 
see," as well as the pluperfect "had been?" Moreover, we seem 
to have a doubly reconstructive situation on our hands: not only 
is Marcel, in Paris the following May, recounting something that 
happened in Balbec the previous summer, but both scenes are being 
recounted from some indefinitely assigned subsequent point at which 
Marcel qua narrator is situated, as is indicated by the opening 
of the second paragraph: "how often in Paris. . . was I to bring 
home a branch of apple-blossom from the florist." This cannot 
be construed as a tenseless statement, since it is at once situated 
(as previous to the moment of narration) and situating (for the 
events related in the first paragraph). And yet both paragraphs 
remain descriptive and not reconstructive. How is this so? 

Notice, first, that no particular, no unique, experience is being 
reconstructed. Rather, as so often with Proust, a series of analogous 
experiences is being presented in an iterative mode.6 If there is 
reconstruction present, it is reconstruction of a kind or type of 
experience for which presumed but not actually cited singular 
experiences serve as sources. Reconstruction in any rigorous sense 
would be of these experiences, not of the iterative experience-type 
that is a construction out of such particulate reconstruction and thus 
logically dependent on it. Second, this logical priority of reconstruc- 
tion is not at all incompatible with its special role in this passage- 

4For example, in the context of the perception of others (PP, p. 356) and in 
the context of temporality (Ibid., p. 424). 

5And sometimes, indeed, the very word: "I could not succeed in reconstructing 
the place from which they had been, as it were, detached...." (RP, I, 543). 

6On the concept of "iterative" as applied to Proust, see Gerard Genette, 
Narrative Discourse, trans. J.E. Lewin (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1980), 
pp. 113-27, as well as Seymour Chatman, Story and Discourse: Narrative Structure 
in Fiction and Film (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1978), p. 79. 
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which is to act as a frame for the descriptions per se. This framing 
factor is enunciated in the words which launch the first paragraph 
above in a reflectively retrospective tenor suitable to reconstruction: 
"We would start off." Instead of continuing in this vein, however, 
description becomes the predominant interest, and already in the 
same first sentence: "from the bend where, like a fish-hook, it 
was baited with charming orchards...." 

II 

If description cannot be identified with either explanation or 
reconstruction-though it can co-exist with both on reasonably 
amicable terms-what then is it, and how is it to be distinguished 
in phenomenology and literature? Here we need to ask, first of all, 
what is the ontic status of each kind of description: is it actual 
in status, does it represent a real event? Merleau-Ponty makes it 
abundantly clear that his description is not to be taken as the 
description of a historically specific happening which he is observing 
or has observed. This is the force of the "suppose that. .." 
which inaugurates his analysis. The description is thus suppositional 
in status; it is a possible description which is at once plausible and 
presumed. Presumed as what? Not as bearing on what is now 
happening (as in reportage) or on what has happened (as in 
reconstruction) but as exemplifying what might happen-might well 
happen-if an observant thinker and an acquaintance were together 
gazing at a landscape spread out before them both. As phenomeno- 
logical method7 proceeds by examining examples of just this sort, 
we can say that its descriptions are exemplary-suppositional in status. 
This is so despite its ambitious and incautious methodological watch- 
word "zu den Sachen selbst!" We get to the things themselves less 
by any direct description of them as they lie actually before us 

7Other methodologies, notably Wittgenstein's, adopt much the same strategy: 
"We now demonstrate a method, by examples" (Philosophical Investigations, trans. 
G.E.M. Anscomb [Oxford: Blackwell, 1967], sec. 133). Also: "We must do away 
with all explanation, and description alone must take its place" (Ibid., sec 109). 
Cf. Merleau-Ponty: "It is a matter of describing, not of explaining or analyzing" 
(PP, p. viii). 
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than by the positing of exemplary instances. Such positing requires 
more imaginative than strictly perceptual activity. In particular, it 
calls for "free variation in imagination," as Husserl came to call 
the technique which rivals phenomenological reduction in strategic 
importance. Just as the reduction is designed to free us from the 
tyranny of the factual-of the "natural attitude," for which a 
description of the empirically real is a constant desideratum-so 
free varying in imagination takes us beyond the factual into the 
eidetic. But we gain eidetic insight primarily from examples which 
are concocted or suppositional. In other words, from the fictive: 
from examples which are made up in the first place and which 
become ever more fictive as we vary them freely. Hence Husserl's 
surprising claim: " 'Fiction' is the vital element of phenomenology, 
as of all the eidetic sciences; it is the source from which the 
knowledge of 'eternal truths' draws its sustenance."8 The fact that 
"fiction" is here put into scare quotes does not devalorize it; as 
the rest of the citation makes clear, it brings it over onto the same 
level as that of the omnitemporal truths which are the very objects 
of eidetic insight. 

What then of fiction proper, assuming that fiction can be said 
anymore to belong properly to literature? The passage from Proust 
certainly does not present itself as mere supposition or exemplifica- 
tion. The reader is not being asked to suppose actively that anything 
might be the case; nor is the narrated content presented as 
exemplifying anything, certainly not an eidetic insight and least of 
all an eternal truth! A sense of something at once more peculiar 
and more urgent is evident in this description-let us call it an 
"ambiance of avowal." An avowal of what? Of something at least 
putatively real: where 'real' does not mean what is (or was) 
historically, intersubjectively there to be (have been) co-perceived 

8Edmund Husserl, Ideen zu einer reinen Phanomenologie und phanomeno- 
logischen Philosophie, ed. W. Biemel (The Hague: Nijhoff, 1950), I, 163. On the 
same page, literature (Dichtung) is singled out as a particularly rich source of 
eidetic insight: "we can draw extraordinary profit from what history has to offer us, 
and in still richer measure from the gifts of art and particularly of literature" 
(Ibid.). On the notion of "free variation in imagination," see Ibid., sec. 23, and 
Husserl, Experience and Judgment, trans. J.S. Churchill and K. Ameriks (Evanston: 
Northwestern University Press, 1973), sec. 87. 
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with others, but there only as an object of first-person description. 
It is this description which does the avowing; or more exactly, 
mimes it: avows full engagement in to this very avowal. 

Whenever I describe a scene as I have seen it, from my 
standpoint as describer, I adopt ipso facto a perspective on this 
scene whereby I take myself to have been its witness, whether or 
not this descriptor-self is presented as itself a distinct personage. 
If the scene described is presented as being viewed (or having 
been viewed) by 'me' as its describer, it is a scene that is avowed as 
real-real enough in any case to have been the very object 
of 'my' witnessing. Just as my own memories commit me to a belief 
in the reality of what I recall as having experienced in my own 
person, so scenes described in the first person must possess a kind 
of reality commensurate with their being or having been objects of 
'my' experience. As I the rememberer take myself to be the same 
person who once actually experienced the contents of my memories, 
so 'I' as describer avow myself to be the same person who is (or 
was) present at the scene described. That the scenes remembered 
or described can be misremembered or misdescribed does not 
diminish the committal character of the claim made in either case. 
Nor does the fact that in literature the scene described may not be 
presented or taken an actual happening in the finished text, not even 
in historical novels or 'novels of fact.' 

In short, a scene as described in literature carries with it an 
ambiance of avowal. Commitment is made to it by the describer 
to the exact extent that he or she avows having been there at its 
occurrence, whether this occurrence itself ever really took place or 
not. Let me be quite clear concerning this fundamental point. 
Whereas description in the natural attitude is unfailingly committal 
(is ineluctably doxic) and eidetic description is not committing at 
all (being precisely a suspension of all ontic commitments),9 in first- 
person descriptions in literature we witness an intermediate position 
in which the descriptor-self neither commits himself to a pre-existent 
reality naively nor disengages himself from such a reality in a 

9Cf. Husserl, Ideen, I, sec. 31, on the "disconnection" of ontically committing 
judgments bearing on the reality of the judged-about. 
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sophisticated meta-manoeuver. This subject is, in Hamburger's 
conception, a "genuine statement-subject" who manifests concern 
with the truth of what he or she describes by making "feigned reality 
statements" about it.'0 The reality about which such statements 
are made is not, of course, actual or empirical/historical in status, 
and for this reason they are not disconfirmable by any subjects, 
including the statement-subject himself or herself. The reality is a 
posited reality, a quasi-reality strictly correlated with the act of 
describing." But it is not thereby imaginary, if by "imaginary" 
we mean unreal in every respect. In fact, it becomes difficult to 
regard such a reality even as fictional: "it is an innate characteristic 
of every first-person statement that it posits itself as non-fiction, 
i.e., as a historical document."192 If we are to persist in labelling 
the reality of the literary descriptum a "fictive reality,"913 then 
in the case of first-person description we should put "fictive" 
into single quotes: fiction here is 'fiction.' 

A strange situation indeed: to have to qualify as 'fictive' or as 
presumptively fictional what is supposedly fictional through and 
through. Yet to do this is to bring phenomenological and literary 
description together and at the same time to point to their difference. 
Neither is a form of fiction proper, just as neither is a species of 
unfeigned reality statement.'4 Each is, rather, a form of 'fiction.' 
But they are the latter in quite different ways, since the one form 
of 'fiction' is exemplary-suppositional in nature whereas the other 
operates by a feigned commitment to a quasi-reality in the ambiance 
of avowal. This difference begins to render less paradoxical the fact 
that phenomenology despite its search for the eidetic hard-core 
of things, employs 'fiction' centrally in its methodology, while 
literature, supposedly an unfettered venture into the unreal, brings 
with it an element of committing avowal in its first-person descrip- 
tions. 

'00n this conception, see The Logic of Literature, pp. 311-15. 
"On this correlation, see Ibid., p. 136: "The act of narration is a function, 

through which the narrated things, events, etc., are created." 
12Ibid., p. 312. My italics. Cf. also p. 311. 
'3As does Hamburger, e.g., at Ibid., pp. 136-7. 
'4Fiction proper, if Hamburger is correct, is created only by third person 

statements: cf. Ibid., pp. 55-63. 
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III 

But surely, it will be objected, is not such convergence/divergence 
as this rather tenuous and in any case extrinsic to the basic activity 
of describing in phenomenology or literature? Closer to the core of 
such activity would seem to be the issue of narration vs. description 
and, along with it, that of the temporal and spatial parameters of each 
of these. Literature of almost every known sort, so the argument 
might go, is essentially narrative-even in the absence of a formally 
identified narrator and even when description, by its insistent 
presence, seems to usurp the place of narration. Description is, as 
a consequence, only an "inner boundary" (frontiere interieure) 
of narration, encompassed by it and an "aspect" (if not a mode) 
of it.'5 Conversely, philosophy in its dominant nisus is decisively 
descriptive in orientation; its main task, picking out the structures 
and traits of things, is one of description, whether this is pursued 
at the micro-level (so characteristic of phenomenology) or at the 
macro-level (especially characteristic of metaphysics, at least of 
"descriptive metaphysics"). Philosophy, thus conceived, is only 
accidentally or tangentially narrative-for purposes, say, of emphasis 
or illustration or persuasion. 

One such extreme dichotomizing calls for, and rejoins, another: 
that between space and time as the dominant media of representa- 
tion. Just as description is supposed to be a preoccupation of 
philosophy (particularly of phenomenology, a self-proclaimed de- 
scriptive enterprise) and narration to be the primary concern for 
literature (and for whom more than Proust, whose Recherche 
by its very massiveness would appear to require subordinating 
description to narration for the sake of coherence or continuity 

1 "Description is not neatly enough distinguishable from narration, either by the 
autonomy of its ends or by the originality of its means, for us to have to shatter 
the narrative-descriptive unity (dominantly narrative unity) which Plato and Aristotle 
have called narration. If description marks a boundary of narration, it is very much 
an inner one and quite indistinct at that. . . one can consider description not as 
one of [narration's] modes (which would imply a specificity of the language) 
but, more modestly, as one of its aspects." (Gerard Genette, "Frontieres du recit," 
Communications 8, pp. 158-59.) 
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alone?),16 so description is presumed to be naturally allied with 
space and narration with time. In Genette's all too plausible formula- 
tion: 

. . .narration attaches itself to actions or events considered as pure processes, 
and thereby places the accent on the temporal and dramatic aspect. . . descrip- 
tion, on the contrary, since it lingers over objects and beings considered in 
their simultaneity, and since it envisages processes themselves as spectacles, 
seems to suspend the course of time and tends to spread out narration 
in space.'7 

It even appears that the two dichotomies might be conjoined, so that 
philosophy would be at once descriptive in method and spatial in 
its preferred medium of representation, while literature would be 
narrative in design and largely temporal in orientation. But is 
this true? Let us take another and closer look at the two exergual 
texts with which we began. 

A. Most evident of all is the fact that both passages are highly 
descriptive-where 'de-scriptive' is taken literally as writing-about an 
object, person, or event held in view. This writing-about attempts 
to limn elements and features of the descriptum in sufficient detail 
to convey its "look" or style. This is to stop short of a demand 
for essence, if "essence" means an indispensable cluster of core 
characteristics without which something could not be what it is. 
Neither Merleau-Ponty nor Proust call for, or expect, the essential 
in this strict sense to emerge from description. They prefer to remain 
on the surface of what is described; it is not that they believe 
that "the depths are on the surface"'8 rather than being locked in 
some hidden recess; instead, they find the surface itself, the phen- 
omenal play there, perfectly rich enough to give description its 
due. In this regard, both authors seem to agree strikingly with 
Marmontel in his Encyclopedie article on "Description": 

16This subordination is demonstrated by Genette in his Narrative Discourse, 
pp. 99- 106. 

17"Frontieres du recit," p. 158. Genette does qualify this statement just after- 
wards; but he keeps to its main thesis throughout. 

'8Wittgenstein, Zettel, ed. G.E.M. Anscombe and G.H. von Wright (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1967), sec. 427. 
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a description is the enumeration of the attributes of a thing, of which 
several are accidental, as when one describes a person by his actions, his 
words, his writings, etc.... It does not make it known in depth, because 
it does not enclose it or does not expose the essential attributes.19 

Questionable as Marmontel's statement may be in many respects 
(especially with respect to its substance/accident metaphysics) it 
points convincingly to a certain essential superficiality of description: 
a remaining and resting at the surface of things, at their contours 
and movements, their colors and textures, without seeking what is 
latent or withheld from view. 

How then does Merleau-Ponty go about describing in the above 
passage? He does so by taking up topics of varying generality and 
type; here they are, arranged in order of increasing specificity as 
indentations increase: 

(I) Event of conjoint looking at a landscape: 
(a) together pointing out certain things in the landscape 

(1) Paul's pointing with his finger at a church tower 
(i) my (the philosophical speaker's) perception of 

this pointing finger as showing me the tower 
pointed-at (but not my thinking that a finger- 
for-me is pointing out a tower-for-me: which 
would be to turn description into interpretation) 

(2) My "movement toward some point in the landscape" 
(co-ordinate with Paul's pointing gesture) 
(i) Paul's perception of this (along with a denial 

of "inner visions" in Paul "merely analogous" 
to my gesture) 

(II) Hypothetical viewing of russet-sided mountian ('Mount Hymet- 
tus' in Greece: so not belonging to the present landscape) 

'9Encyclopidie (1779), p. 771. My italics. Proust's own view of essence as "the 
unknown quality of a unique world"-a world to which only the work of art 
gives us access-is quite another matter. It is not at issue in a descriptive passage 
such as that given above, since this passage is composed entirely of "material 
signs" which cannot convey essences in and by themselves. On this question, 
see Giles Deleuze, Proust et les signes (Paris- Presses Universitaires de France, 
1970), ch. 4. 
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(III) Denial of "ideal unity" of this mountain as viewed by Greeks 
and by myself 

(IV) Affirmation of sameness of landscape for both present viewers, 
as an "accent of the world's style, down to its very thisness." 

Only event I [including (1) and (2)] is, strictly speaking, descrip- 
tive, since only here is a quasi-actual, suppositional event scrutinized 
for its distinctive features. II involves a wholly hypothetical event- 
that of viewing Mount Hymettus-which is described only as a sheer 
possibility inasmuch as it compares 'my' and the ancient Greeks' 
perception of this mountain. III and IV are not descriptions at all, 
but statements that bear on the nature of phenomenological descrip- 
tions, which do not seek a formal essence (here in the form of an 
"ideal unity" or "ideal nature") and which instead focus on such 
particularities as accent, style, and (most pervasively) thisness. 
We might even say that the ultimate object of such description is 
precisely the this or, in statemental form, the "this is that," 
an ascription of accidents in Marmontel's language.20 Examples 
include: "This is the landscape before us," "This is Paul's finger 
pointing at a church tower," "This is my observing Paul's finger," 
"This is my gesture." All of this-all of this thisness or haecceity 
fills up the first part of the passage with descriptive detail that 
remains resolutely on the surface: neither the inside of the church 
tower or the landscape, nor the inside of the interlocutors' minds, 
is revealed. The rest of the passage, in contrast, is a philosophical 
or reflective residue of the preceding descriptions. In these sentences 
the philosopher-describer becomes the philosopher-reflector; a move 
is made from the descriptive to the reflective-e.g., to speculation 
as to how any such jointly perceived scene is there for both viewers as 
a presentation of the world's style, always uniquely shown and yet 
also always in principle shareable with others. We witness here a 
decisive step from singularity to generality; but the generality 

20"A description is thus properly the reunion of the accidents by which one 
thing distinguishes itself easily from another, although it differs from it only slightly 
or not at all by its nature" (Ibid., p. 772, my italics). "Easily" and "slightly" 
are both adjectives of surface phenomena, which show themselves easily in their 
slightest differences. 
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concerns precisely what is experienced in its abiding particular- 
ity.21 

And Proust? The above passage remains entirely at the primary 
level of the "this." Elsewhere, of course, Proust does exhibit 
his reflective proclivities. But here, and in many like passages, he 
shows himself to be fully content with description of the superficies 
of the 'fictive' world narrated by Marcel and "internally focalized"22 
through the other characters. As in the case of Merleau-Ponty, 
there are two main events at stake, along with various subsidiaries: 

(I) Event of driving on Balbec road 
(a) perception of apple orchards on this road 

(1) perception of particular trees with blossoms gone and 
pistils only remaining 
(i) the narrator's imagining how these trees looked 

when fully blossomed; likening them to a wed- 
ding carpet 

(II) Event of buying a branch of apple-blossoms, followed immed- 
iately by staring at them overnight 
(a) perception of their "creamy essence" as the same as those 

at Balbec 
(b) constant re-arranging of them 

(1) imagining them back in Balbec 
(i) resolve to return to Balbec at the moment of 

springtime flowering 

Proust's description is certainly more densely detailed than 
Merleau-Ponty's: included in it are two species of plant, at least 
three different shades (and textures) of white, two other colors 
(green and crimson red), analogous color-qualifying phenomena 
(flushing and blushing), and a set of quite specific metaphors 

21 On generality, singularity, thisness, and the like, see Husserl, Ideen 1, 
sections 5-6. "Style" for Proust links material signs with the immaterial worlds 
which are the realms of essence: "an essence is always a birth of the world; 
but style is this birth as continued and refracted, rediscovered, in matters adequate 
to essences" (Proust et les signes, p. 60). For Merleau-Ponty's further thoughts on 
style, see PP, pp. 319-27. 

22This term is Genette's as it is explicated in Narrative Discourse, pp. 189-94. 
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("ceremonial carpet," "white satin train," "canvas," the "caress" 
of colors and flowers). None of this increased detail as such, 
however, changes the status of the description qua description; 
it only fulfills, more completely than does Merleau-Ponty's, the 
inherent potentiality of any description that seeks to stay on the 
surface of things. There is a longer lingering on the surface in 
Proust's case, a more thorough exploration of its minutiae. This is 
so in both parts of the above passage, despite the fact that event 
II (the scene in Paris) is curiously parallel to events II, III, and IV 
in Merleau-Ponty's description: in both cases there is a progressive 
withdrawal from a primal event of viewing. But where this progres- 
sion occurs in successive steps of hypothesis, denial of ideal unity, 
and generalizing conclusion in the case of the philosopher, in Proust's 
case the movement proceeds more cautiously and concretely from a 
purchase of flowers, through a prolonged perceptual immersion in 
them and their re-arrangement, to an imagining of them as back 
in Balbac. The continuation of the ur-event-perceptual in origin for 
both writers-is effected for Proust by further perceiving as well 
as by specific actions of buying and re-sorting and by imagining. 
If there is a shift into a reflective mode here, it is only as re-flective 
of the primal event which is at once source and telos, content and 
inspiration, for all that ensues. 

A closely related difference in the very midst of sameness emerges 
when we consider the kinds of eidetic insight sought by the two 
authors. Granted that neither one is concerned with hidden, sub- 
surface essences, it remains true that Merleau-Ponty secures an 
essential structure of much more considerable scope than does 
Proust. This structure, that of the landscape-world's-style-as- 
shareable-by-others-in-conjoint-perception, exists at an extremely 
extensive typological level in spite of its concentration on "accent" 
and "thisness." In Proust, thisness gives way to the this-to this 
"creamy essence." Such an essence is less encompassing in two basic 
respects: first, its class members are confined to two only, the Balbec 
blossoms and the branch of blossoms in Paris; second, its perception 
is restricted to Marcel, who shares it with no one else-no "friend 
Paul" who stands in for any and every human perceiver. 
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No one else other than the reader, that is: one of the paradoxes 
of the difference in eidetic description engaged in by Merleau-Ponty 
and by Proust is that only in the latter case, where the essence 
is of a much more particular nature, do we feel confided in by the 
author, allowed to glimpse an eidos that m;ght otherwise have eluded 
us utterly. There is, in contrast, no eluding of the phenomenological 
eidos, since it structures the perception (including the co-perception) 
of every landscape, whether this be of apple trees at Balbec, of 
Mount Hymettus in Greece, or of our own backyard. Marcel's 
viewing (and, a fortiori, his re-viewing) is itself an instance, however 
elegantly detailed it may be, of the very essence of landscape- 
looking which Merleau-Ponty is setting forth in his phenomeno- 
logical description. The fact that such viewing is solitary rather 
than shared, far from disqualifying or nullifying it, only renders 
it more poignantly shareable by the reader, who becomes in effect 
a shadow co-perceiver with the describer. Just as Proust takes us 
more deeply into the this of the particular scene described, so 
he thrusts us into the equally particular role of conjoint partici- 
pant. Instead of being called to thought-to a position of compara- 
tive disengagement in which we are invited to ponder a quite 
comprehensive claim-we are placed willy-nilly in the position of 
witnesses to a scene (and re-scene), made into implicit accomplices 
and compeers of the descriptor-self. 

It thus becomes clear that the first dichotomy cited above-that 
which would restrict description to philosophy and narration to 
literature in some supposedly exclusive fashion-will not withstand 
scrutiny. On the one hand, a close look at the passages with which 
we started has shown that there is too much autonomous descrip- 
tiveness in the sample of Proust's writing for it to be dissolvable 
into narration-to become a mere "decoration" in the story Marcel 
is telling or a "symbolization" of it.23 Description is as essential to 
Marcel's recounting as it is to the philosopher-speaker's ratiocin- 
ations. On the other hand, the passage from Merleau-Ponty could 
be said to contain a quasi-story in which there are two characters- 

23The "decorative" and the "symbolic" are the two traditional diegetic functions 
of description: cf. Genette, "Frontieres du rdcit," pp. 157-8. 
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Paul and the philosophical 'I'-as well as two occurrences, even if 
these latter do not qualify as "cardinal" or "core":24 Paul's pointing 
and the speaker's gesturing. The story is admittedly incomplete since 
it lacks precise "informants" as well as the "catalyses" which branch 
out from the cores in a full-fledged narration; nor are the actions 
of pointing and gesturing causally efficacious or consequential 
except insofar as they give rise to philosophical reflection. At most, 
a vignette, an illustrative episode, a philosophical parable, is 
sketched; but as a quasi-story, this has its own compressed and 
unconcatenated narrativity which forms part of the description 
proper. 

B. What about the second-mentioned dichotomy, that between time 
and space as preferred media of representation? Here as well we 
find a chiasmatic crossing-over, a trans-gressing, of the traditional 
boundaries which attempt to confine a preoccupation with space 
(i.e., with objects, persons, places) to description and a like pre- 
occupation with time (i.e., with actions or events) to narration- 
hence to phenomenology and literature respectively. These bound- 
aries are spelled out expressly by Genette: 

Narration restores, in the temporal succession of its discourse, the equally 
temporal succession of events, while description must modulate in succession 
the representation of simultaneous objects juxtaposed in space: narrative 
language distinguishes itself by a sort of temporal coincidence with its 
object of which descriptive language is irremediably deprived.25 

Implicit here is the notion that description, preoccupied with "objects 
juxtaposed in space," cannot be genuinely temporal in its nature or 
operation. Yet description, whether it takes place in phenomenology 
or in literature, cannot be considered non-temporal, much less 
simply spatial. Description too is inherently temporal, albeit temporal 
in its own way. Three observations bear this out. First of all, 
there can very well be descriptions of actions and events-and not 

24J am making use of Barthes' terms here and in the following sentence. Cf. 
Roland Barthes, "An Introduction to the Structural Analysis of the Narrative," 
New Literary History, 6 (1975), sect. 2. 

25Genette, "Frontieres du recit," p. 158. 
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only of these as arrested or "frozen" in time. Nor is description 
constricted to non-consecutive events, to the temporally discontin- 
uous; an account of an event as it unfolds step-by-step may count 
as a bona fide description with as much right as a straight- 
forward description of a fully stationary object. 

Second, even when description is de facto limited to stable objects 
or persons, it remains inalienably temporal, and this in two respects. 
On the one hand, it takes time to describe anything, however 
superficially we are doing so at the time: just to list the most 
"exterior and accidental"26 features of something is to engage in 
an act with retentive and protentive fringes that help to make 
an otherwise barren now-point into a durational present. On the 
other hand, and equally necessarily, the description of this description 
will be distended in time, creating thereby its own duration. 

Finally, the description even of the most immobile objects viewed 
in the most static way (say, as seen from one side only and from one 
vantage point) does not eo ipso impede or prevent the main flow 
of a narrated story. Such description may be quite assimilable 
into the flow and even be regarded as integral to it. It is just 
such assimilation which often occurs in Proust's case. Here the 
description proper (e.g., of apple-blossoms) need not interrupt the 
movement of a given passage as a whole; not only does it form 
an integral part of it: it is essential to it. Such is Genette's 
very similar conclusion from his scrutiny of the whole of the 
Recherche; while descriptions of iterated experiences contribute 
most directly to narration, but even when the description is of 
a unique experience it is by no means simply isolated from the 
ongoing narrative: 

. . .[Even such] description never brings about a pause in the narrative, a 
suspension of the story or of (according to the traditional term) 'action'. ... 
The descriptive piece never evades the temporality of the story. . .. What 
we are compelled to conclude, therefore, is that description, in Proust, becomes 
absorbed into narration. . with him description is everything except a pause 
in the narrative.27 

26Marmontel, op. cit., p. 771. 
27Narrative Discourse, pp. 100, 105-6. His italics. 
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If this is so, it is due to the explicitly temporal characteristics 
of description as these have been outlined above. It should be added, 
moreover, that phenomenological description is no more necessarily 
a caesura in philosophical discourse than is the most minute 
description in literary narrative. It too can be contained integrally 
in the main flow of such discourse, as happens precisely in the 
instance of Merleau-Ponty. If it cannot be said to become "absorbed 
into the narration," this is only because there is no rigorously 
detailed equivalent of literary narration present in the phenomeno- 
logical text. But there is enough of narrativity, as we have just 
seen, to constitute a quasi-story-and therefore also something like 
a 'plot' (where plot is taken to mean a "story-as-discoursed"28). 
The plot here is, of course, a plot of argumentation, not of episodic 
events proper-just as the 'story' is a story of thought. Yet "thought" 
is precisely the equivalent of "theme" in Aristotle's Poetics: dianoia 
is translated by both terms (and also by "understanding").29 In 
philosophical discourse, plot is present as the reflective thought, the 
theme, of the philosopher-speaker. Any description undertaken by 
this latter is subsumed or subsumable under such a plot-thought- 
which, far from being atemporal, always takes its own time to unfold: 
the time of reflection itself. Thus, contrary to what occurs in 
literature (where narration tends to absorb description), in phenom- 
enology any element of narration is absorbed twice over: first 
into description and then into reflective thought. 

IV 

"The real," proclaims Merleau-Ponty forthrightly, "has to be 
described, not constructed or formed."30 The real he has in mind is 
the perceptually real, which as "a closely woven fabric" is "the 
background (le fond) from which all acts stand out, and is pre- 
supposed by them."3 I Anything not real must in this view be 

28This is Chatman's definition of plot in Story and Discourse, p. 43. 
290n this point, see Paul Ricoeur, "The Human Experience of Time and 

Narrative," Research in Phenomenology 9 (1979), p. 27. 
30PP, p. X. 
31Ibid., p. x-xi. 
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situated in relation to the real: "I weave dreams around things."32 
This holds true of fiction in the full sense; its objects and events, 
however fantastic they may be in form, can be described only in 
relation to the real as a pervasive Hinterground. There is no eclipsing 
of the perceived world in the descriptions of Proust or Balzac, 
Stendhal or Flaubert; there is only the gaining of a slight edge on 
it, moving slightly 'ahead' of it in the imaginary worlds they 
conjure.33 Nor is there any transcending of the real in phenomeno- 
logical description either. Appearances notwithstanding, the aim of 
phenomenological reduction (which precedes such description and 
makes it possible) is not to leave the real behind, much less to 
deny it, but only to suspend a certain interpretation of it as a 
sheer "fact-world." As a result, what we learn from the most 
assiduous practice of the reduction is precisely "the impossibility 
of a complete reduction."34 

If we are to disagree with Marmontel and all of those who 
restrict description to an accounting of the accidents of things 
situated securely in space, we need not flee to the opposite extreme 
and claim that description seeks the exact essence of things. It is 
Merleau-Ponty's insistence on the inherence of all description in the 
real, whether directly or indirectly, which acts as the appropriate 
cautionary note. For if the perceived world is indeed a "permanent 
horizon"35 for all description, there are two immediate consequences 
with regard to the issue of eidetic description in phenomenology. 
First, whatever essences are retrieved from description will be 
essences immanent in experiences, whether these experiences be 

32Ibid., p. x. My italics. 
33Thus I can "imagine people and things whose presence is not incompatible 

with the context [provided by the perceived world], yet who are not in fact 
involved in it: they are ahead of reality, in the realm of the imaginary" (Ibid., 
p. x; my italics). 

34Ibid., p. xiv. 
35Ibid., p. xiii. Cf. also p. xi: The world is "the natural setting of, and 

field for, all my thoughts and all my explicit perceptions." Here it becomes clear 
that there must be two levels of phenomenological description for Merleau-Ponty, 
the first pre-reflective and aimed at the world as "what I live through" (p. xvii), 
the second designed to account for what Merleau-Ponty terms "clear" or "explicit" 
perceptions. How these two levels of description are to be reconciled is not worked 
out adequately, however; Merleau-Ponty contents himself with saying merely that 
the second is founded on the first as its perpetual source. 
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imagined or actual-historical. Husserl, who defines phenomenology 
as a "descriptive theory of the essences of pure experiences,"36 
specifies that the essences with which phenomenology concerns itself 
are Erlebniswesen-"essences of lived experiences," that is, concreta, 
not abstracta (i.e., in the manner of the formal essences of ideal 
objects). They are material essences, essential structures subsistent 
in given regions of experience rather than "ideal concepts" standing 
above these regions and commanding them from afar. Such regions 
can just as well be imaginal as perceptual: on this point, Husserl 
is more generous than Merleau-Ponty. What matters is that eidetic 
descriptions never become entirely discontinuous with the lived 
experiences which are at once their origin and source of validation- 
even if the lived experiences be those of an active imagining. 
"Essences for Husserl," writes Merleau-Ponty, "are destined to bring 
back all the living relationships of experience, as the fisherman's 
net draws up from the depth of the ocean quivering fish and 
seaweed. 37 

The second consequence is that any such essences gleaned from 
description will be inexact. They will lack the precision of those 
essences operative in definitions or deductions: the formal essences 
of logic and mathematics in their many forms. Compared with such 
essences, those of description are intrinsically, and not just contin- 
gently, inexact. For the very concreta of which they are the adequate 
transcription themselves lack exactitude as well; they are, if not 
amorphous, at least "ambiguous" (in Merleau-Ponty's own favorite 
descriptive term). These concreta, real or imagined, are indefinite 
in contour, color, felt density, and other "secondary qualities." 
Examples of their inexact descriptive essences are cited by Husserl: 
"notched, indented, lens-shaped, bell-shaped, umbelliform, and the 
like-[these are] simple concepts which are essentially and not 
accidentally inexact."38 The essential vagueness of such essences 

36This is the title section 75 of Ideen I. The first sentence in this section 
is noteworthy: ". . . like every descriptive discipline, neither idealizing nor working 
at the substructure of things, [phenomenology] has its own justification." (My 
italics.) Phenomenological description operates, in other words, in the middle range 
of human experience. 

37pp, p. XiV. 

38ldeen I, sec 74. 
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("morphological essences" as Husserl calls them technically) does 
not exclude their constancy (i.e., their repeatability on different 
occasions and by different observers) or their distinguishability 
from each other.39 Nor does such vagueness in any diminish the 
value of material-eidetic description. On the contrary: only by 
recognizing and affirming the validity of the vague in this domain 
of human knowledge can we redeem the descriptive enterprise 
itself, thus allowing us to "raise the whole essential content [of 
lived experience] in its concrete fullness into eidetic conscious- 
ness. "40 

I have entered into this rather explicit exegesis of phenomen- 
ological description at this late point as a basis for supporting a 
number of claims made previously in this essay. In closing, let me 
specify what these claims are: 

1. We have found that both Merleau-Ponty and Proust refuse 
to exclude the factor of reality altogether from their descriptions. 
Neither includes it in its unreduced, naively intended form: just as 
Proust is not simply recounting actual events in his life, so Merleau- 
Ponty is not telling us of a particular occasion upon which he was 
vouchsafed one of his basic insights into the nature of perception. But 
an aspect of the real, indeed the perceptually real, remains forcefully 
present in both descriptions. The phenomenological description is a 
description of an exemplary-suppositional case of co-perceiving a 
commonly beheld landscape; the description is of what it is like 
essentially like-to undergo such an experience. The novelistic 
description is of quasi-realities, 'apple trees' and 'apple blossoms' 
as they are 'perceived' and then meditated upon by the narrator, 
who makes feigned reality statements about them. Even as reduced 
in these two ways, the real remains a closely woven fabric, from 
which movement into the purely fictive is made as marginal and 
problematic as any movement into the purely ideal. 

39Husserl stresses this at Ibid., sec 74, and he adds that descriptive and exact 
sciences can collaborate, even though one can never take over the work of the 
other. 

40Ibid., sec 75. For further discussion of vagueness, see Ibid., sections 66-69. 
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2. The purely fictive-the ficticious in its unfeigned, full-fledged 
form-is placed in abeyance by the philosopher and the novelist 
alike by the device of voice. In the latter case, it is a matter 
of a first-person avowing voice which lends quasi-historical cre- 
dence to its pronouncements; this voice presents scenes as happening 
or as having happened in its own presence. The philosophical voice 
is no less an "I-Origo,"4' also manifesting itself in the first person. 
But this voice does not make avowals, even feigned ones, as to the 
self-witnessed actuality of what it recounts. It presents rather the 
thought of the reflective speaker at work, as a thought captured in 
the very themes of thinking itself. In Husserlian nomenclature, we 
can say that whereas the novelistic voice focuses on the noematic 
'reality' of what he or she claims to observe, the philosophic voice 
offers insight into the noetic aspect of experience, and in particular 
into the experience of thinking itself. But these two ways of 
describing dovetail closely, since every noesis requires a noema and 
vice-versa. 

3. In each description there is thus the sense of being ushered 
into an experience that is not fictive (not fictitious in the sense of 
what is conveyed by strictly uncommitting third-person accounts of 
that which is purely possible) but 'fictive,' not real (not really real, 
not historically actual) but 'real.' In addition, the philosopher- 
speaker tells a 'story' that is no fully told tale at all, having a 
'plot' that is an emplotment of thought alone. All of these uses of 
single quotes are equivalent to phenomenological bracketings, that is, 
to the suspension of the full force of the unbracketed terms as they 
are employed in the natural attitude. Husserl himself has recourse 
to the same convention, and precisely in the context of phenomen- 
ological description: 

Let us then place ourselves within a living cogito. In accordance with 
its essential nature it is in a quite special sense 'directed' upon something 
objective. In other words, there belongs to its noema an 'objectivity'-in 

4"This is Hamburger's term for the originative "statement subject" in literature: 
cf. The Logic of Literature, pp. 134 ff., where the absence of the I-Origo is linked 
with the production of a pure fiction in which no feigned reality claims are made. 
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inverted commas-with a certain noematic constitution unfolded in a definitely 
limited description, which, as the description of the 'meant objectivity just 
as it is meant,' avoids all subjective expressions.42 

4. Subjectivity can be avoided by staying on the surface of 
things, including the surface of the psyche itself.43 Now, essential 
features, and not accidents only, are to be found on surfaces. In 
fact, surface features may be said to provide the paradigm of the 
inexact essences sought in phenomenological description, as is 
indicated by the very examples chosen by Husserl: "notched," 
"indented," "umbelliform," etc., all characterize shapes of surfaces. 
The tendency of descriptions, literary and phenomenological alike, 
to dwell at or on surfaces where the "this" is most prominently 
presented is not an anti-essentialist move as on Marmontel's classicist 
construal. The depths are very much on the surface, and they are 
there in the form of the essential features of things. Essences 
gained via description are indeed "glassy"; they show themselves as 
mirror-images do-at, and only at, the mirror's surface; and in this 
luminous way they enter, thanks to the descriptive process by which 
they are further mirrored, into what Husserl calls "the brightly 
lit circle of perfect presentation."44 

5. But talk of surfaces, of mirroring and pure presentation, 
tends to reinforce the view that description is irrevocably object- 
oriented and gives preferred treatment therefore to the static and the 
spatial. I have tried to show in various ways, however, that this is 
not so. The surface at stake in description is a moving surface. It 
changes in and through time; and, even if such changes are not 
detected or even detectable in a given time-interval, their description 
is itself a temporal event. Either way, narration invariably intrudes, 
whether in the full form found in Proust or in the truncated version 
offered by Merleau-Ponty. We need not go as far as to claim, 
with Genette, that description (precisely in its Proustian mode) 

42Ideen I, sec 130. My italics. Notice the suppositional starting-point in the 
passage. 

43Bachelard speaks of a fresh image as "a sudden salience on the surface of 
the psyche," Poetics of Space, trans. M. Jolas (New York: Orion Press, 1964), 
p. xi. 

"Ideen I, sec 69. 
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tends to become absorbed wholly into narration; but we must 
recognize the inescapably temporal nature of the conditions and 
enactment of descriptive effort and thus its essential assimilability 
to narrative structures. Husserl's own first-and only fully carried- 
through-phenomenological description was of time-consciousness. 
This suggests that the ultimate 'object' of such description is no 
object at all but the pre-objective absolute flux of time itself.45 

6. Just as we must reject any attempt to reduce description and 
narration to each other-much less time and space to one another- 
so we must also abjure the false dichotomizing to which these 
terms are all too often subject. Narration is not tied strictly to the 
successive, any more than description is bound to the simultaneous. 
Each is linked to both temporal modes; moreover, each is at once 
spatially and temporally specifiable. As with real and 'real,' fictive 
and 'fictive,' story and 'story,' plot and 'plot,' so here too we 
are not constrained to choose between implacable sameness and 
distinctly divisive difference-between One and Two. Rather, the 
choice is that between what Plato would call the One and the 
Indefinite Dyad.i6 And we must choose both in the cases in question. 
The members of the pairs are at one-united, co-eval-while 
being indefinitely dyadic: not simply two as the addition of one 
like unit to another like unit, but together in diverse ways. It is 
a matter of a both-at-once in which each member of each pair 
is equiprimordial and equally valid, though not necessarily in the 
same manner or with the same effectiveness. 

So too we must affirm both ways of describing which have been 
the uneasy epicenters of this essay. Literary description and 
phenomenological description are not simply the same, nor are they 
sheerly different. Their intertwining is such as to call for the 

450n the pre-objective status of absolute flux, see Husserl, The Phenomenology 
of Internal Time-Consciousness, trans. J.S. Churchill (Bloomington: Indiana Univer- 
sity Press, 1962), Part III, sections 34-39. 

46The Indefinite Dyad is composed of the limited and the unlimited, of the 
odd and the even. Cf. Plato, Philebus, and the commentary of Robert Sokolowski, 
Presence and Absence (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1978), ch. 15. 
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distinctive model of the One and the Indefinite Dyad to describe 
their own relationship. They are at one in giving us aspects or 
dimensions of the real as permanent horizon through the mediation 
of a first-person, self-suspended voice, and in doing so in complex 
temporal modes that present action or thought without being 
reducible to either. But they are, in each of these same respects, 
indefinitely dyadic in their interplay with each other. The two ways 
of describing, like philosophy and literature themselves in their own 
elusive and more massive interplay, are odd and even, like and 
unlike. 
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